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An overview of the programming language's
fundamentals covers syntax, initialization,
implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets,
multiple threads, projects, and network programming.
Building on the success of the previous editions,
Textbook of Drug Design and Discovery has been
thoroughly revised and updated to provide a complete
source of information on all facets of drug design and
discovery for students of chemistry, pharmacy,
pharmacology, biochemistry, and medicine. The book
follows drug design from the initial lead identification
through optimization and structure-activity relationship
with reference to the final processes of clinical evaluation
and registration. Chapters investigate the design of
enzyme inhibitors and drugs for particular cellular targets
such as ion channels and receptors, and also explore
specific classes of drug such as peptidomimetics,
antivirals and anticancer agents. The use of gene
technology in pharmaceutical research, computer
modeling techniques, and combinatorial approaches are
also included.
PLATELETS is the definitive current source of state-ofthe-art knowledge about platelets and covers the entire
field of platelet biology, pathophysiology, and clinical
medicine. Recently there has been a rapid expansion of
knowledge in both basic biology and the clinical
approach to platelet-related diseases including
thrombosis and hemorrhage. Novel platelet function
tests, drugs, blood bank storage methods, and gene
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therapies have been incorporated into patient care or are
in development. This book draws all this information into
a single, comprehensive and authoritative resource. ·
First edition won Best Book in Medical Science Award
from the Association of American Publishers · Contains
fourteen new chapters on topics such as platelet
genomics and proteomics, inhibition of platelet function
by the endothelium, clinical tests of platelet function, real
time in vivo imaging of platelets, and inherited
thrombocytopenias · A comprehensive full color
reference comprising over 70 chapters, 1400 pages, and
16,000 references
This book focuses on probability and the Bayesian
viewpoint. It presents basic material on probability and
then introduces inference by means of Bayes'rule. The
emphasis is on statistical thinking and how one learns
from data. The objective is to present the basic tenets of
statistical inference. Unique in its format, the text allows
students to discover statistical concepts, explore
statistical principles, and apply statistical techniques. In
addition to the numerous activities and exercises around
which the text is built, the book includes a basic text
exposition for each topic, and data appendices.
With its comprehensive, authoritative coverage and
student-centered pedagogy, DISCOVERING
BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE: AN INTRODUCTION
TO BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY, 3rd Edition is ideal for
a broad range of students taking a beginning
undergraduate course in biological or physiological
psychology. Retitled in this edition to reflect the
increasing interest in, and importance of, neuroscience,
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the book provides a foundational understanding of the
structure and function of the nervous system and its
relationship to both typical and disordered human
behavior. Written by an author with more than 30 years
of teaching experience at schools ranging from
community colleges to the Ivy League, this text presents
classic concepts, current topics, and cutting-edge
research in a style that is both accessible to beginning
and less-prepared students and appealing to students
with stronger backgrounds. As a result, the book allows
instructors to teach a rigorous course that does not
oversimplify the material, while keeping students excited
and engaged. Reviewers have praised the text's clear
narrative, high-interest examples, pedagogy, and
purposeful art program. Updated with hundreds of new
citations and to reflect changes in the DSM-5, this edition
also includes new boxed features on ethics, careers,
research, and health to engage students in the material,
promote critical thinking, and prepare students for their
future professions. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
The fourth edition of Soil Microbiology, Ecology and
Biochemistry updates this widely used reference as the
study and understanding of soil biota, their function, and
the dynamics of soil organic matter has been
revolutionized by molecular and instrumental techniques,
and information technology. Knowledge of soil
microbiology, ecology and biochemistry is central to our
understanding of organisms and their processes and
interactions with their environment. In a time of great
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global change and increased emphasis on biodiversity
and food security, soil microbiology and ecology has
become an increasingly important topic. Revised by a
group of world-renowned authors in many institutions
and disciplines, this work relates the breakthroughs in
knowledge in this important field to its history as well as
future applications. The new edition provides readable,
practical, impactful information for its many applied and
fundamental disciplines. Professionals turn to this text as
a reference for fundamental knowledge in their field or to
inform management practices. New section on "Methods
in Studying Soil Organic Matter Formation and Nutrient
Dynamics" to balance the two successful chapters on
microbial and physiological methodology Includes
expanded information on soil interactions with organisms
involved in human and plant disease Improved
readability and integration for an ever-widening audience
in his field Integrated concepts related to soil biota,
diversity, and function allow readers in multiple
disciplines to understand the complex soil biota and their
function
This third edition of Essentials of Pain Medicine offers an
accessible and concise, yet complete, overview of
today's theory and practice of pain medicine and regional
anesthesia. From a review of basic considerations
through local anesthetics and nerve block techniques,
this book provides the reader with an excellent tool for
exam review or practice of Pain Management. Organized
in a concise, practical quick-reference format. All
chapters are brief and easy to read quickly. Offers
specific strategies for the evaluation and management of
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a full range of pain syndromes, including cancer pain.
Features over 230 diagrams, illustrations, summary
charts and tables that clarify the information and make it
easy to apply. Discusses the latest drugs and therapeutic
approaches, such as acupuncture. Presents the
management of pain for every setting where it is
practiced, including the emergency room, the critical care
unit, and the pain clinic. Includes new topics such as:
imaging in pain medicine, radiation safety, issues
associated with the use of narcotics, intraarticular and
intraperitoneal use of opioids, pain management in the
emergency room and in the intensive care unit, pain
management issues during pregnancy, geriatric pain,
and hospice care and end-of-life issues. New chapters
on interventional procedures include discography,
intradiscal electrothermal coagulation (IDET),
vertebroplasty, and piriformis injections. Truncal blocks
and neuraxial blocks and anticoagulants are added to
the section on nerve blocks.
With Wiley’s Enhanced E-Text, you get all the benefits
of a downloadable, reflowable eBook with added
resources to make your study time more effective,
including: • Visual Concept Checks • Imbedded
Glossary with clickable references & key words • Show
& Hide Solutions with automatic feedback Arbogast’s
Discovering Physical Geography, 4th Edition provides
interactive questions that help readers comprehend
important Earth processes. The Fourth Edition continues
to place great emphasis on how relevant physical
geography is to each reader’s life. With an enhanced
focus on the interconnections between humans and their
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environment, this text includes increased coverage of
population growth and its impact on the environment.
Updated case studies are included, as well as new
sections dealing with human interactions with solar
energy, wind power, soils, and petroleum. This text is
welcoming, taking readers on a tour of “discovery”, and
delivers content that is sound and based on the most
current scientific research.
Radiochemistry or Nuclear Chemistry is the study of
radiation from an atomic or molecular perspective,
including elemental transformation and reaction effects,
as well as physical, health and medical properties. This
revised edition of one of the earliest and best known
books on the subject has been updated to bring into
teaching the latest developments in research and the
current hot topics in the field. In order to further enhance
the functionality of this text, the authors have added
numerous teaching aids that include an interactive
website that features testing, examples in MathCAD with
variable quantities and options, hotlinks to relevant text
sections from the book, and online self-grading texts. As
in the previous edition, readers can closely follow the
structure of the chapters from the broad introduction
through the more in depth descriptions of radiochemistry
then nuclear radiation chemistry and finally the guide to
nuclear energy (including energy production, fuel cycle,
and waste management). New edition of a well-known,
respected text in the specialized field of
nuclear/radiochemistry Includes an interactive website
with testing and evaluation modules based on exercises
in the book Suitable for both radiochemistry and nuclear
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chemistry courses
Provides an update on AIDS and other HIV infections.
Over 40 chapters present information on the biological
properties of the etiologic viral agent, its clinicopathological manifestations, the epidemiology of HIV
infection and the day-to-day management of HIV infected
patients.
The Practice of Medicinal Chemistry, Fourth Edition
provides a practical and comprehensive overview of the
daily issues facing pharmaceutical researchers and
chemists. In addition to its thorough treatment of basic
medicinal chemistry principles, this updated edition has
been revised to provide new and expanded coverage of
the latest technologies and approaches in drug
discovery. With topics like high content screening,
scoring, docking, binding free energy calculations,
polypharmacology, QSAR, chemical collections and
databases, and much more, this book is the go-to
reference for all academic and pharmaceutical
researchers who need a complete understanding of
medicinal chemistry and its application to drug discovery
and development. Includes updated and expanded
material on systems biology, chemogenomics, computeraided drug design, and other important recent advances
in the field Incorporates extensive color figures, case
studies, and practical examples to help users gain a
further understanding of key concepts Provides highquality content in a comprehensive manner, including
contributions from international chapter authors to
illustrate the global nature of medicinal chemistry and
drug development research An image bank is available
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for instructors at www.textbooks.elsevier.com
Highly praised for its clarity and rich exposition, this
history of philosophy text illustrates philosophy as a
process and not just a collection of opinions or
conclusions. Rather than simply reporting the positions
of a given philosopher, Lawhead's prose assists students
in retracing the thinker's intellectual journey. Students
are invited to engage with each philosopher's intellectual
process, drawing connections with their own lives and
cultures. Metaphors, analogies, vivid images, concrete
examples, common experiences, and diagrams
demonstrate the concrete relevance of abstract
arguments and their practical implications for
contemporary society. This fourth edition of VOYAGE OF
DISCOVERY: A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO
PHILOSOPHY features new historical profiles and/or
works representing such philosophers as Plato, St.
Thomas Aquinas, Simone de Beauvoir, and Martha
Nussbaum, among others. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Design a complete Voice over IP (VoIP) or traditional
PBX system with Asterisk, even if you have only basic
telecommunications knowledge. This bestselling guide
makes it easy, with a detailed roadmap that shows you
how to install and configure this open source software,
whether you’re upgrading your existing phone system or
starting from scratch. Ideal for Linux administrators,
developers, and power users, this updated edition shows
you how to write a basic dialplan step-by-step, and
brings you up to speed on the features in Asterisk 11, the
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latest long-term support release from Digium. You’ll
quickly gain working knowledge to build a simple yet
inclusive system. Integrate Asterisk with analog, VoIP,
and digital telephony systems Build an interactive
dialplan, using best practices for more advanced
features Delve into voicemail options, such as storing
messages in a database Connect to external services
including Google Talk, XMPP, and calendars Incorporate
Asterisk features and functions into a relational database
to facilitate information sharing Learn how to use
Asterisk’s security, call routing, and faxing features
Monitor and control your system with the Asterisk
Manager Interface (AMI) Plan for expansion by learning
tools for building distributed systems
Nutrition in the Prevention and Treatment of Disease,
Fourth Edition, is a compilation of current knowledge in
clinical nutrition and an overview of the rationale and
science base of its application to practice in the
prevention and treatment of disease. In its fourth edition,
this text continues the tradition of incorporating new
discoveries and methods related to this important area of
research Generating and analyzing data that summarize
dietary intake and its association with disease are
valuable tasks in treating disease and developing
disease prevention strategies. Well-founded medical
nutrition therapies can minimize disease development
and related complications. Providing scientifically sound,
creative, and effective nutrition interventions is both
challenging and rewarding. Two new chapters on
metabolomics and translational research, which have
come to be used in nutrition research in recent years.
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The new areas of study are discussed with the
perspective that the application of the scientific method is
by definition an evolutionary process. A new chapter on
Genetics and Diabetes which reviews the latest research
on causal genetic variants and biological mechanisms
responsible for the disease, and explores potential
interactions with environmental factors such as diet and
lifestyle. Includes all major "omics" – the exposome,
metabolomics, genomics, and the gut microbiome.
Expands the microbiota portions to reflect complexity of
diet on gut microbial ecology, metabolism and health
"This is teaching at its best!" --Hans Camenzind, inventor
of the 555 timer (the world's most successful integrated
circuit), and author of Much Ado About Almost Nothing:
Man's Encounter with the Electron (Booklocker.com) "A
fabulous book: well written, well paced, fun, and
informative. I also love the sense of humor. It's very good
at disarming the fear. And it's gorgeous. I'll be
recommending this book highly." --Tom Igoe, author of
Physical Computing and Making Things Talk Want to
learn the fundamentals of electronics in a fun, hands-on
way? With Make: Electronics, you'll start working on real
projects as soon as you crack open the book. Explore all
of the key components and essential principles through a
series of fascinating experiments. You'll build the circuits
first, then learn the theory behind them! Build working
devices, from simple to complex You'll start with the
basics and then move on to more complicated projects.
Go from switching circuits to integrated circuits, and from
simple alarms to programmable microcontrollers. Stepby-step instructions and more than 500 full-color
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photographs and illustrations will help you use -- and
understand -- electronics concepts and techniques.
Discover by breaking things: experiment with
components and learn from failure Set up a tricked-out
project space: make a work area at home, equipped with
the tools and parts you'll need Learn about key electronic
components and their functions within a circuit Create an
intrusion alarm, holiday lights, wearable electronic
jewelry, audio processors, a reflex tester, and a
combination lock Build an autonomous robot cart that
can sense its environment and avoid obstacles Get
clear, easy-to-understand explanations of what you're
doing and why
This fourth edition is a substantial revision of a highly
regarded text, intended for senior design capstone
courses within departments of biomedical engineering,
bioengineering, biological engineering and medical
engineering, worldwide. Each chapter has been
thoroughly updated and revised to reflect the latest
developments. New material has been added on
entrepreneurship, bioengineering design, clinical trials
and CRISPR. Based upon feedback from prior users and
reviews, additional and new examples and applications,
such as 3D printing have been added to the text.
Additional clinical applications were added to enhance
the overall relevance of the material presented. Relevant
FDA regulations and how they impact the designer’s
work have been updated. Features Provides updated
material as needed to each chapter Incorporates new
examples and applications within each chapter
Discusses new material related to entrepreneurship,
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clinical trials and CRISPR Relates critical new
information pertaining to FDA regulations. Presents new
material on "discovery" of projects "worth pursuing" and
design for health care for low-resource environments
Presents multiple case examples of entrepreneurship in
this field Addresses multiple safety and ethical concerns
for the design of medical devices and processes
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls
trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all
the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the
hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC
Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres
January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A
Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and
galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and
obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant
of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical
manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library.
Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which
she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist
Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to rival
those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova,
and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic
and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of
Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.
The dramatic human story of an epic scientific quest and of
one man's forty-year obsession to find a solution to the
thorniest scientific dilemma of the day--"the longitude
problem." Anyone alive in the eighteenth century would have
known that "the longitude problem" was the thorniest scientific
dilemma of the day-and had been for centuries. Lacking the
ability to measure their longitude, sailors throughout the great
ages of exploration had been literally lost at sea as soon as
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they lost sight of land. Thousands of lives and the increasing
fortunes of nations hung on a resolution. One man, John
Harrison, in complete opposition to the scientific community,
dared to imagine a mechanical solution-a clock that would
keep precise time at sea, something no clock had ever been
able to do on land. Longitude is the dramatic human story of
an epic scientific quest and of Harrison's forty-year obsession
with building his perfect timekeeper, known today as the
chronometer. Full of heroism and chicanery, it is also a
fascinating brief history of astronomy, navigation, and
clockmaking, and opens a new window on our world.
"This is a self-published book that no respectable publisher
would touch with a ten-foot shovel. The fourth edition of this
underground classic is completely revised, expanded, and
updated, help new edition and half sequel. The author draws
on forty years of research, experience, and travel, to expand
and clarify your knowledge and understanding of ... your poop
and what you can do with it! "--Page 4 of cover.
Sugar chains (glycans) are often attached to proteins and
lipids and have multiple roles in the organization and function
of all organisms. "Essentials of Glycobiology" describes their
biogenesis and function and offers a useful gateway to the
understanding of glycans.
Atkinson’s Principles of Clinical Pharmacology, Fourth
Edition is the essential reference on the pharmacologic
principles underlying the individualization of patient therapy
and contemporary drug development. This well-regarded
survey continues to focus on the basics of clinical
pharmacology for the development, evaluation and clinical
use of pharmaceutical products while also addressing the
most recent advances in the field. Written by leading experts
in academia, industry, clinical and regulatory settings, the
fourth edition has been thoroughly updated to provide readers
with an ideal reference on the wide range of important topics
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impacting clinical pharmacology. Presents the essential
knowledge for effective practice of clinical pharmacology
Includes a new chapter and extended discussion on the role
of personalized and precision medicine in clinical
pharmacology Offers an extensive regulatory section that
addresses US and international issues and guidelines
Provides extended coverage of earlier chapters on
transporters, pharmacogenetics and biomarkers, along with
further discussion on "Phase 0" studies (microdosing) and
PBPK
With an exciting new look, math diagnostic tool, and a
research roadmap to navigate projects, this new edition of
Andy Field's award-winning text offers a unique combination
of humor and step-by-step instruction to make learning
statistics compelling and accessible to even the most anxious
of students. The Fifth Edition takes students from initial theory
to regression, factor analysis, and multilevel modeling, fully
incorporating IBM SPSS Statistics© version 25 and
fascinating examples throughout. SAGE edge offers a robust
online environment featuring an impressive array of free tools
and resources for review, study, and further exploration,
keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of
teaching and learning. Course cartridges available for
Blackboard and Moodle. Learn more at
edge.sagepub.com/field5e Stay Connected Connect with us
on Facebook and share your experiences with Andy's texts,
check out news, access free stuff, see photos, watch videos,
learn about competitions, and much more. Video Links Go
behind the scenes and learn more about the man behind the
book at Andy's YouTube channel Andy Field is the award
winning author of An Adventure in Statistics: The Reality
Enigma and is the recipient of the UK National Teaching
Fellowship (2010), British Psychological Society book award
(2006), and has been recognized with local and national
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teaching awards (University of Sussex, 2015, 2016).
In this fresh new offering to the Intro Psychology course,
authors John Cacioppo and Laura Freberg portray
psychology as being an integrative science in two ways. First,
they have written a text that reflects psychology's rightful
place as a hub science that draws from and is cited by
research in many other fields. Second, this text presents
psychology as a unified science that seeks a complete
understanding of the human mind, rather than as a loosely
organized set of autonomous subspecialties. As psychology
moves rapidly toward maturity as an integrative,
multidisciplinary field, the introductory course offers an
opportunity to teach all of psychology in one place and at one
time. This text reflects that evolution--and the authors'
excitement about it. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Highly praised by reviewers for its clarity and rich exposition,
this history of philosophy text illustrates philosophy as a
process and not just a collection of opinions or conclusions.
Rather than simply giving a reporting the results of a given
philosopher, Lawhead's prose assists students in retracing
the thinker's intellectual journey that first gave rise to the
ideas for which they are remembered. In effect, the particular
philosopher's deliberations become a puzzle which students
are invited to take up themselves. Lawhead uses metaphors,
analogies, vivid images, concrete examples, common
experiences, and diagrams to bring the abstract issues down
to earth and show the unavoidable practical implications and
contemporary relevance of positions.

Intellectual Property Litigation: Pretrial Practice
The fourth edition of this bestselling text will again
provide the latest coverage of the biochemistry and
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physiology of vitamins and vitamin-like substances.
Extensively revised and expanded on the basis of
recent research findings with enlarged coverage of
health effects of vitamin-like factors, it is ideally
suited for students and an important reference for
anyone interested in nutrition, food science, animal
science or endocrinology. It contains a cohesive and
well-organized presentation of each of the vitamins,
as well as the history of their discoveries and current
information about their roles in nutrition and health.
Selected for inclusion in Doody's Core Titles 2013,
an essential collection development tool for health
sciences libraries Includes approximately 30% new
material Substantial updates have been made to
chapters on vitamins A, C, E, K, folate, and the quasivitamins Provides checklists of systems affected by
vitamin deficiencies and food sources of vitamins
Key concepts, learning objectives, vocabulary,case
studies, study questions and additional reading lists
are included making this ideally suited for students
Thoroughly updated with important recent research
results, including citations to key reports, many
added tables and several new figures Addition of
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HANES
III) data Updated Dietary Reference Values
Presents a tale of a precarious friendship between
an illegal Nigerian refugee and a recent widow from
suburban London, a story told from the alternating
and disparate perspectives of both women.
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This updated and expanded edition describes the
problems that litigators encounter most frequently in
pretrial discovery and presents suggestions and
strategies for solving these problems. Following a
discussion on the scope and types of discovery,
discovery problems are presented as hypotheticals
followed by a discussion that includes the law and
helpful practice tips. Particular emphasis has been
placed on the interpretation of the new rules, and
evolving case law, concerning discovery of
electronically stored information.
This is the latest edition of the classic book on the
subject of multiple sclerosis. An international group
of authors has been involved in updating this edition
which features more information on imaging and
investigations, and a new chapter on neurobiology
and glial development. new edition of the classic
book on the subject four new authors, all
internationally known authorities from UK, Canada,
Germany & Austria much more on imaging and
investigations than 2E new chapter on neurobiology
and glial development much better illustrated than
2E very well referenced totally rewritten, except for
chapters 2 & 3 on symptoms and diagnosis, which
have been revised
"Examines the full range of African-European
encounters from an unfamiliar African perspective
rather than from the customary European
one"--Publisher description.
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Fron foundation to innovation: discover the best of
biological anthropology. Over the past 40 years, the
study of biological anthropology has rapidly evolved
from focusing on just physical anthropology to
including the study of the fossil record and the
human skeleton, genetics of individuals and
populations, our primate relatives, human
adaptation, and human behavior. The 3rd edition of
Exploring Biological Anthropology combines the
most up-to-date, comprehensive coverage of the
foundations of the field with modern innovations and
discoveries. A better teaching and learning
experience This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience--for you and your
students. Here's how: Personalize Learning - The
new MyAnthroLab delivers proven results in helping
students succeed, provides engaging experiences
that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted
partner with educational expertise and a deep
commitment to helping students and instructors
achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - This
text provides students with the best possible art,
photos, and mapsfor every topic covered in the
book, helping them gain a better understanding of
key material. Engage Students - "Insights and
Advances" boxes and "Innovations" features help
students develop an appreciation for the excitement
of discovery. Support Instructors - MyAnthroLab, an
author-reviewed Instructor's Manual, Electronic
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"MyTest" Test Bank, PowerPoint Presentation
Slides, and Pearson Custom course material are
available to be packaged with this text. Additionally,
we offer package options for the lab portion of your
course with Method & Practice in Biological
Anthropology: A Workbook and Laboratory Manual
for Introductory Courses, or Atlas of Anthropology.
Note: MyAnthroLab does not come automatically
packaged with this text. To purchase MyAnthroLab,
please visit: www.myanthrolab.com.
This book provides an introduction to the C
programming language. It is widely known for its
accurate and precise descriptions, its careful
annotation of code, and its comprehensive coverage
of topics.This book includes numerous "Learning
Activities" which allow readers to immediately "do it"
after they "read it" in the book.This book is for
readers interested in learning the C programming
language.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general
encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to
use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key,
a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research
skills, and comprehensive index"-If you practice in Tennesse courts, you will find the
Fourth Edition of Tennessee Civil Procedure an
invaluable asset that you will refer to day after day.
Tennessee Civil Procedure provides a comprehensive,
critical analysis of the Tennessee Rules of Civil
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Procedure as they have evolved over time. At every
stage in a proceeding, from the commencement of action
and service of summons to post-trial motions and relief
from judgment, you can look to Tennessee Civil
Procedure for detailed and authoritative explanation. The
eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance
for further legal research options.
Innovation in organisations Change agents.
Foreword. A transformed scientific method. Earth and
environment. Health and wellbeing. Scientific
infrastructure. Scholarly communication.
This is the 70th encyclopaedia of library and information
science. It covers topics such as: intelligent systems for
problem analysis in organizations; interactive system
design; international models of school library
development; lexicalization in natural language
generation; and more.
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